Star Pathways BEACON
by Elizabeth Jones
Astrology and Tarot to Illuminate Your Path
For Solar Virgo ~ 8/22 to 9/22 ~ 2022
Welcome to StarPathways Beacon for Virgo (aka “SPW Beacon”). Due to the many changes occurring in
my life, (learn more here: tinyurl.com/2e36w9zx ) this is a somewhat condensed version of the Beacon with
ONE tarot reading. There is also a visualization to help you attune to the higher frequencies of Virgo.
The Beacon is now being offered on a donation basis! Please know that whatever amount you’re comfortable
donating is received with appreciation and gratitude. And if you are unable or not inclined to donate at this
time that is fine! Just enjoy SPW Beacon for free. *What I feel is most important is to get this information out
there with the hopes of helping you and others to navigate the dynamic and often intense times we’re in with
greater awareness, ease and grace. To that end please feel free to share with others.

To donate go here: tinyurl.com/2e36w9zx
The dynamic interaction between opposing astrological signs offers yet another way of understanding the
wonderful order and agendas of the Universe as expressed through the Zodiac. Of the six sets of signs my
personal “favorite” is the Virgo-Pisces pairing for they give us the clearest path for how to live a life that is
aligned with Spirit. Virgo rules our everyday life, our habits, agendas and how we spend our time. Pisces
rules our spiritual life and reveals much about our path to enlightenment, unique to each of us. How we
choose to live and embrace this path is very much related to how we respond to and align with Virgo
energies as Virgo’s higher role is to seek to walk through life with our spiritual truths and principles in mind.
In the cosmic scheme of things we are currently in a transition from the Age of Pisces to the Age of Aquarius
and it is creating quite the stir for humanity, to put it mildly! Yet there are keys for how to navigate this time
with greater ease and grace through attuning to the qualities we’ve learned during our many lifetimes spent
during the 2000+ years of the Age of Pisces. I wrote an article about this where I go into this in greater depth
which is on my site here: https://starpathways.com/astrology/gifts-at-the-close-of-the-piscean-age/
The time of Solar Virgo leads us to tangible ways to access these wonderful and benevolent Piscean qualities
through the events* that occur throughout the month, especially at the time around the Full Moon in Pisces
on 9/10. This makes it a very special lunation and is perhaps the most spiritual and mystical of the year.
I encourage you to read the article as gaining a greater understanding of how the mystical energies that
intertwine these two signs can support you during these times can be of great help in navigating the rough
waters we are currently in.
*NOTE: As well as the few days around the Full Moon the portal to the higher frequencies of this VirgoPisces polarity will also be more easily accessible when Mercury and Venus are opposite Neptune (dates
given below).

Sending you light-filled blessings. ~ Elizabeth
<< Your donations are greatly appreciated: https://starpathways.com/donation/ >>
.....................................
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:: About the time of Solar Virgo 2022 (8/22 to 9/22) ::
KEY to Virgo: The magic occurs in the details and the little things of life.
8/22 Sun enters Virgo at 8:16 pm until 9/22 •Brings additional emphasis to: •How you manage your time
and energy on a daily basis. Seeing how your past choices determined where you are now. Your physical
and mental health. Being more efficient, simplifying, decluttering/downsizing. •Qualities to develop:
•Establishing routines and habits that support your overall wellbeing. Creating a sense of rhythm in your life.
Eliminating old habits and patterns, especially those that have become entrenched even though they no
longer serve you. Purging negative mental images, thoughts and attitudes. Creating greater order and
simplicity by not over-complicating things. •Lower frequencies: •Being critical of self or others. Getting
caught up in the details and thereby loosing site of the big picture. •What to be grateful for: •Your
connection to your inner guides and/or relationship with a master teacher. The simple things in life that are
often taken for granted. What is uncomplicated and easy that nurtures you. Ways to access the higher
frequencies: •Practicing mindfulness and discernment. Inviting cosmic energies to help and support you in
co-creating your life. Eliminating what is non-essential so that what remains is what you truly value.

.....................................

** Key events taking place this month **
8/24 Uranus stations retrograde until 1/22/2023 Will likely be a destabilizing and erratic time. You may feel
ungrounded and/or scattered. Connect with the Earth to regain center. Events in the world may be turbulent
and unsettled. These energies will last a few days before and after the 24th.
8/25 Mercury enters Libra until 9/23 Helps mitigate the above Uranian influence to some degree. Creates
balance, order and harmony. Encourages active listening and congenial conversations. Seeing both sides is
easier than usual which may make it quite challenging to make decisions! Emphasizes justice and legalities.
8/25 to 8/27 Mystical Balsamic Moon Phase Veils between worlds are thin, opening portals to the mystical
realms. This is an especially fertile time when what you envision has a greater potential to take hold in your
psyche and to manifest in your life. Old cycles are closing laying the foundation for new ones to begin.
8/27 New Moon at 1:17 am PT at 4˚04' Virgo Emphasizes practical approaches and finding ways to bring
greater order and simplicity to your life. Time to clean out clutter and let go of unhealthy habits, lifestyles
and attitudes. Time to take steps to get your house in order! To quote Charles Fillmore: “Order is the first law
of the Universe.” Ask yourself: What is not working? Where do I need to get back on track? What details am
I not paying enough attention to? This NM helps you to focus on ways to improve your life on all levels in
practical, tangible ways by using your innate Virgo faculty of discernment and sense of order.
>Key aspects: Saturn opposite Venus while both square Uranus and the nodal axis Creates further volatility
in the financial sector (Wall Street, global markets, housing, etc.). What you truly value and care about is
heightened. A reprioritizing is taking place internally and externally. Mars is exactly squaring the Sun and
Moon Communications can become more complicated than they need to be. Pause to really listen to what is
being said. Increases mental activity. May feel nervous or anxious.
9/1 Venus enters Virgo until 9/29 Emphasizes, establishing better health regimes/habits. Doing what is
easiest and simple has a strong appeal now as does mindfulness and simplicity. Natural beauty is calming
and restorative now, as found in nature. Creating more order in your home is a great way to tap into the vibe
of this placement as clutter and disorder can drive you nuts more than usual! Simplicity and not letting things
become too complex help to smooth over conflicts. One thing to be aware of is being critical of self or those
closest to you. NOTE: Venus is opposite Neptune during the time of the Autumn Equinox (9/20 to 9/24)
which will heighten the Virgo-Pisces energies, making them easier to attune to (further explained on the
Tarot reading for this month and in the article on my site (link above).
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9/9 Mercury stations retrograde in Libra until 10/2 Misunderstandings may be more frequent and wires may
get crossed here and there. Communications in your partnerships and relationships may need some extra
care. A good does of “radiant listening” and slowing down and listening with your high heart is advised! This
is a good time to connect with the Divine Order within for this will help to stabilize any external confusion
or conflicts. NOTE: Once Mercury re-enters Virgo on 9/23 it will be opposing Neptune until 10/10
enhancing the Virgo-Pisces polarity mentioned above.
9/10 Full Moon at 2:59 am PT at 17˚41' Pisces Virgo represents the tangible aspects of your spiritual path
such as courses you take, what you read, your daily practice, etc. while Pisces represents the more spiritual
parts of your nature that seek to connect your conscious mind with the Divine Mind (higher Self) through
devotion, surrender and trust. Full Moons always illuminate two opposite but complementary energies that
are inextricably interconnected. At the time of this Full Moon, you are challenged to balance your logic and
reasoning faculties with qualities such as surrender, compassion and having faith. This FM brings reminders
that first and foremost we are spiritual beings (Pisces) living in the physical world (Virgo) and that all matter
including the body is an expression of the divine.
>Key aspect: Uranus is trining the Sun and sextiling the Moon This is a very positive aspect that will help
you find viable solutions and innovative yet also simple answers to challenges you’re facing. Be on the
lookout for revelatory insights that might seem obvious once realized! This also opens pathways from the
higher to the lower/conscious mind bringing spontaneous and valuable insights. Key to accessing this
benevolent energy is to not complicate things and to take note of what’s right before you!
9/22 Sun enters Libra at 6:03 pm until 10/23 >See next month’s StarPathways Beacon for more info.
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** TAROT READING for Solar Virgo **
NOTE: Audios for Tarot reading and Visualization are here:
https://starpathways.com/starpathways-beacon-virgo-2022/

I. TAROT: How the energies present this month relate to you personally...
The Tarot is a wonderful symbolic and mystical reflection of the astrological and cosmic
energies that stream forth through the planets during this time. This reading is designed to give
you insights into how these energies are impacting you personally. Plus the cards will offer insights for how
you can attune to the higher frequencies present which help you in navigating the more intense energies
present these days. During Solar Virgo (8/22 to 9/22) the primary themes relate to simplifying, eliminating
what you no longer need or serves your higher path/destiny, your health and overall wellbeing.
.........
1-What is most important for me to focus on this month?
>Internally (inner life): Star XVII
>Externally (outer life): King of Swords
2-How can I create my daily life to better serve my spiritual path? Justice XI
What blocks me from doing so? Strength VIII (reversed)
3-What do I need to eliminate that I have outgrown and/or that no longer serves me or my spiritual
path/destiny? 10 of Cups (reversed)
4-Message from Spirit/higher self to help guide and support you during this time: 4 of Pentacles

II. Visualization for Solar Virgo: The Natural Rhythm of Being
<< Your donations are greatly appreciated-learn more: https://starpathways.com/donation/
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